
5 Quick Fixes To Minecraft Launch Issues On Mac
 

Minecraft is a lego-like sandbox video recreation that was released by Mojang in 2011, which

was then bought by Microsoft after three years. The game has bought greater than 180

million copies all around the world, as of late 2019. It additionally has 112 million month-to-

month lively gamers worldwide. The sport is principally a take a look at of the players’

creativity -mining for sources, building buildings, and defending one’s territory by putting and

arranging blocks. You can even go on adventures and join with different gamers, whatever

the platform they are utilizing.
 

Minecraft is obtainable for Windows, macOS, and Linux. Minecraft Console Version (CE) is

offered for the Xbox platform and for the PlayStation platform (which prices $20), while

Minecraft Pocket Version (PE) is on the market for Android and iOS units for $7.
 

Nevertheless, because of the graphics necessities and constructing nature of the sport, the

best platform for this app remains to be the desktop laptop. The Mac version, specifically,

supports user-created skins and mods and is compatible with Realms for Java Edition. To

obtain the sport, just go to the web site, select your platform, and download the installer.

Simply comply with the on-screen installation instructions and you’re good to go.
 

Can’t Launch Minecraft on Mac
 

Sadly, the set up course of is just not as seamless for all Mac customers. Months ago, a

number of Minecraft avid gamers reported a Minecraft bug on Mac which prevents them from

taking part in the app. Minecraft keeps on crashing on startup, though the users have

adopted all of the set up directions. The screen even typically flickers or freezes before

crashing. In response to experiences and comments, the Minecraft game fails to load each

time they try to open it, and generally they get an error message along with the crash.

Generally, the Minecraft app was previously working when the error abruptly appeared.
 

Pro Tip: Scan your Mac for performance issues, junk recordsdata, harmful apps, and safety

threats 

that can cause system points or sluggish efficiency.
 

Particular supply. About Outbyte, uninstall directions, EULA, Privateness Coverage.
 

Listed below are a number of the error messages that Minecraft gamers encountered on

Mac:
 

Minecraft Launcher give up unexpectedly. 

Exception in thread “main” java.lang.UnsupportedClassVersionError:

net/minecraft/client/foremost/Major : Unsupported major.minor model 52.Zero 

Java HotSpot(TM) 64-Bit Server VM warning: Ignoring option PermSize; support was

eliminated in 8.0 



Exception in thread “main” java.lang.ClassCastException: class

jdk.internal.loader.ClassLoaders$AppClassLoader can't be solid to class

java.net.URLClassLoader (jdk.inside.loader.ClassLoaders$AppClassLoader and

java.web.URLClassLoader are in module java.base of loader ‘bootstrap’) 

fifty one FATAL ERROR in … org.lwjgl.opengl 

56 Course of crashed with exit code 6 

An unexpected problem occurred and the game has crashed. We’re sorry for the

inconvenience.
 

This can be irritating for customers who are trying ahead to playing the Minecraft app. Some

of the players tried a number of workarounds, however none of them appear to work. But

what causes this Minecraft startup issue on macOS?
 

Why Does Minecraft Keep Crashing on Mac?
 

The error message that accompanies the crash ought to give you an concept about what

caused the problem. For instance, if you get this error:
 

Exception in thread “main” java.lang.UnsupportedClassVersionError:

internet/minecraft/consumer/primary/Primary : Unsupported major.minor model 52.0
 

Or this one:
 

Java HotSpot(TM) 64-Bit Server VM warning: Ignoring option PermSize; support was

removed in 8.0
 

These messages let you know that the crash was probably related to the Java model put in in

your Mac. It could possibly be that you just don’t have Java installed or the version in your

Mac is already outdated. It's also possible that you've installed the most recent model of

Java, but the Minecraft app can’t detect it for some purpose.
 

Another attainable reason why you can’t launch Minecraft on your Mac is that your launcher

has been corrupted. Djw360.com and malware infection might be behind the launcher’s

corruption. You additionally need to think about different elements, similar to incompatible

drivers, unnecessary information, not sufficient storage space, or perhaps it is just a bug.
 

What Do I Do if Minecraft Won’t Open?
 

There are various problems that may lead to the Minecraft turning into unresponsive or

inoperable. You can observe this troubleshooting guide if you can’t get the app to work on

Mac.
 

Attempt Various Minecraft Launcher
 

If you're having points with the standard Java launcher please seek the advice of the

https://www.djw360.com/


information here and choose the choice launcher or another on the record that suits your

wants.
 

Verify for Incompatible Software
 

When you have this startup problem, test whether or not you've put in any incompatible

software program installed on your pc. If there's, uninstall it.
 

Look for any incompatible software listed on this site. The software listed on this web page is

thought to be incompatible with Minecraft, and ought to be uninstalled from your system.
 

If any are discovered, uninstall them out of your machine.
 

After you've gotten uninstalled any incompatible software, restart your Computer for the

adjustments to use.
 

Uninstall and Reinstall Minecraft Java Edition
 

When uninstalling Minecraft Java Edition, make sure to create or update a backup of your

worlds in case your system’s uninstallation course of removes all associated recordsdata.
 

After you may have uninstalled Minecraft, restart your Laptop for the changes to use.

Download the latest model of Minecraft Java and restore any save information and different

property you’ve chosen in your sport.
 

Minecraft Bug on Mac
 

If you’re utilizing Minecraft 2.0.792 on macOS, then you’re probably affected by the Minecraft

Launcher bug. Mojang has instantly worked on the issue and released a fix for the bug.

However if in case you have installed the update with the bug repair and you continue to

can’t launch Minecraft on your Mac, Mojang recommends doing the next:
 

1. Open Finder, then press Command + Shift + G to open the Finder search perform. 

2. Sort this in the search window: ~/Library/Application Help/minecraft 

3. Click on the Launcher.jar file. 

4. The Minecraft launcher should now open as a Java tab and you should now have the

ability to launchthe recreation.
 

If you’re operating Minecraft 17w43a and Minecraft 17w43b, here are the steps to fix the bug:
 

1. In your Minecraft launcher, go to Launch Options. 

2. Click in your Minecraft profile. 

3. Uncheck Decision. 

4. Go to the Information tab, then press Play. 

5. Minecraft ought to now load and you should be able to play the game in the new snapshot.



 

If you’re not affected by these bugs but you can’t open Minecraft on macOS, it's best to give

the following solutions a shot.
 

Minecraft Crash on Launch on macOS: Common Fixes
 

If your version of Minecraft will not be included in the versions affected by the bugs listed

above, then the frequent crashing is probably attributable to one thing else. However before

you strive any of the solutions beneath, ensure that to do some home cleaning first to keep

away from complications and to enhance the possibilities of these fixes to work.
 

Listed below are some basic troubleshooting tips you should follow:
 

- Disable your antivirus or other security software program that is perhaps interfering with the

launching of Minecraft. 

- Clear up your system using a Mac cleansing software. This should get rid of cached

knowledge and junk information which are cluttering your system. 

Uninstall apps that you simply now not must free up more space to your games. 

- Restart your Mac. A fresh begin can do a lot of wonders on your system.
 

As soon as your Mac has been prepped and prepared, you possibly can start to work your

manner down the checklist to see which solution works for you.
 

Fix #1: Update Your Minecraft App.
 

If you’re using an earlier version of Minecraft, it's best to improve to the latest model to get

pleasure from new app developments and improve your gaming experience.
 

To update Minecraft, open the app launcher. The launcher should routinely show you the

latest model of the appliance. If it's not updated, click on the arrow located on the precise

aspect of the Play button. Click the newest Launch link to update your Minecraft to the most

recent version. Observe the on-screen directions to complete the update process.
 

Fix #2: Replace Your Java Set up.
 

One of the frequent causes of Minecraft crashing on startup situation is an outdated Java set

up. Having an up to date Java is vital, significantly for these playing the Java Version of the

sport. It's also crucial that you simply set up the Java version that's appropriate to your

macOS model. Install the 32-bit Java for the older macOS version and the 64-bit Java for

Catalina and different recent macOS versions. For those who don’t need the trouble of

searching for the compatible software program in your app, you need to use a driver updater

as an alternative.
 

Take into account that starting from Minecraft 1.12, Minecraft will need Java 8 to run. If you

don’t have it otherwise you don’t know what Java version you've put in in your Mac, you don’t



have to worry because the installer comes with its own Java version by default. Simply make

sure that to uninstall your present Java set up to avoid conflicts because of a number of Java

installations.
 

Fix #3: Set the Java Directory Manually.
 

If in case you have a number of Java installations and also you need to use a particular

model for the Minecraft game, it's essential manually set the path for the game to avoid

confusion.
 

To do this:
 

1. Click on the Apple Menu > System Preferences > Java. 

2. Click on on the Java tab, then select View. 

3. Choose and duplicate the entire textual content underneath Path. The trail to the Java set

up ought to appear to be this: 

/Library/Internet Plug-Ins/JavaAppletPlugin.plugin/Contents/Dwelling/bin/java 

4. Open the Minecraft launcher, then click on Launch options. 

5. Click on on the version of the Minecraft recreation you wish to run. 

6. Scroll all the way down to Java executable and switch the feature on. 

7. Paste the text you copied (below Path) into the box.
 

Close the window and check out launching Minecraft as soon as again.
 

Repair #4: Redownload the Launcher.
 

1. If in case you have a corrupted or incomplete launcher, you possibly can download an

excellent working copy from this hyperlink. 

2. Set up the launcher by double-clicking on the launcher file and dragging the Minecraft icon

to the Applications folder. 

3. Disregard any notifications about your Java installation being outdated. 

4. As soon as the brand new launcher has been installed, try opening the appliance once

more and see if the brand new launcher works.
 

Fix #5: Use the Bootstrap.jar as Launcher.
 

If you’ve downloaded a brand new launcher and it doesn’t appear to work, you possibly can

attempt opening the application utilizing the Bootstrap.jar file as an alternative. To entry the

file, comply with the steps under:
 

1. Double-click on on the Minecraft application and choose Show package contents. 

2. Navigate to Contents > Sources > Java. 

3. Double-click on Bootstrap.jar to open it. This could work because the Minecraft Launcher.
 

Wrapping Up



 

Not with the ability to launch Minecraft because of startup issues could be annoying. When

you ever come throughout any error otherwise you can’t launch Minecraft in your Mac, you

may refer to the information above to make it work again. If all else fails, you'll be able to

simply re-set up the entire game to utterly resolve the error.


